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Liability? 

Significant Settlements  
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Current Trends  

 
 Filing of qui tam cases remains high post-PPACA 

►600+ cases/year since 2009 

►$29.5 billion in recoveries since 2009 

Government increasing use of data analysis 

Sophisticated plaintiff’s counsel taking FCA cases 

More declined cases being pursued 

Increased focus on individual liability/responsibility 

Increased focus by DOJ criminal division 

Rise in state AG (MFCU) actions 
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FCA False Certification Liability 

FCA imposes civil liability on “any  person who . . . 
knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, a false 
or fraudulent claim for payment or approval.” 
 
When are claims “false” or “fraudulent”? 
 
“Factual falsity” vs. “legal falsity”  
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FCA False Certification Liability 

Under what circumstances can a defendant be liable 
under the FCA for violating a statutory, regulatory, or 
contractual obligation? 
 
“Express false certification” vs. “implied false 
certification” 
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FCA False Certification Liability 

Circuit Split 
► Seventh: rejected implied false certification liability 

► Second and Sixth: limited scope to legal requirements 
expressly designated as conditions of payment 

► First, Fourth, Tenth, Eleventh, D.C.: endorsed broader 
view of implied certification liability 

Many courts distinguished between “conditions of 
participation” and “conditions of payment” 
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U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. UHS 

History 
► Teenage Medicaid beneficiary died after receiving 

treatment from unlicensed and unsupervised 
professionals 

► Parents filed complaints with several state agencies 
and a qui tam action 

► Qui tam suit alleged that lack of compliance with state 
regulations governing staff qualifications and 
supervision rendered claims “false” 
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U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. UHS 

District Court 
► Granted motion to dismiss 

► Parents’ complaint failed to allege that compliance 
with regulations at issue was a condition of payment 
of Massachusetts Medicaid 

1st Circuit Court of Appeals 
► Reversed 

► Supervision standards at issue were “express and 
absolute” conditions of payment and provided 
“dispositive evidence of materiality” 
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U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. UHS 

Supreme Court granted cert on two issues: 
► Whether implied certification theory of liability under 

the FCA is viable. 

► Whether liability under the implied certification theory 
requires the underlying statute, regulatory, or 
contractual provision expressly state that it is a 
condition of payment. 
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U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. UHS 

 
Whether implied certification theory of liability under the 
FCA is viable. 
Yes, in “at least some circumstances”: 
– (1) if the claim submitted by the defendant, in addition 

to requesting payment, “makes specific 
representations about the goods and services 
provided,” and  

– (2) “the defendant’s failure to disclose noncompliance 
with material statutory, regulatory, or contractual 
requirements makes those representations 
misleading half-truths.” 
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U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. UHS 

Whether liability under the implied certification theory 
requires that the underlying statute, regulatory, or 
contractual provision expressly state that it is a condition 
of payment. 

► “What matters is not the label the Government 
attaches to a requirement, but whether the defendant 
knowingly violated a requirement that the defendant 
knows is material to the Government’s payment 
decision.” 

► Scope of FCA liability can be policed through “strict 
enforcement” of materiality and scienter 

► Defendant’s “knowledge” can be actual knowledge, 
reckless disregard, or deliberate indifference 
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U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. UHS 

“We now clarify how that materiality requirement should 
be enforced”: 

► Standard is “demanding” and “rigorous.” 
► Court “need not decide” whether (a)(1)(A) materiality 

governed by (b)(4) “natural tendency” definition or by 
common law. 

► Materiality “look[s] to the effect on the likely or actual 
behavior of the recipient of the misrepresentation.” 

► How the regulation is labeled is relevant but not 
dispositive. 
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U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. UHS 
We now clarify how that materiality requirement should be 
enforced” (cntd.): 

► Government’s right to refuse payment if aware of violation is 
insufficient, by itself, to demonstrate materiality. 

► Noncompliance cannot be minor or insubstantial. 
► Proof can include, but is not limited to, “evidence that the 

defendant knows that the Government consistently refuses to 
pay claims in the mine run of cases based on noncompliance 
with the particular statutory, regulatory, or contractual 
requirement.”  

► Government’s payment of “particular claim,” or practice of 
paying “particular type of claim,” with “actual knowledge” of 
violation of certain requirements, is “strong evidence” that those 
requirements are not material. 
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Escobar: Answers or More Questions? 

Does Escobar narrow or expand the scope of FCA 
liability for healthcare providers? 

Materiality “look[s] to the effect on the likely or actual 
behavior of the recipient of the alleged 
misrepresentation.”   

► Which is it? 

► Does Escobar change what is required to prove 
materiality? 

► Will Escobar change how discovery is conducted in 
implied certification cases? 
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On Remand . . . 

U.S. ex rel. Escobar v. Univ. Health Servs., Inc., 2016 
WL 6872650 (1st Cir. Nov. 22, 2016). 

► Supreme Court adopted “holistic approach” to 
determining materiality 

► “whether a piece of information is sufficiently 
important to influence the behavior of the recipient” 
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On Remand . . . 

Compliance with staffing regulations was material 

► Relator alleged compliance was a condition of 
payment 

► Centrality of licensing and supervision requirements 
go to “very essence of the bargain.”   

► Fact that Government might have paid with 
knowledge is not dispositive 
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The Big Question: 

Post-Escobar, how does a provider evaluate whether a 
particularity regulatory or contractual requirement is 
material to payment? 
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State of Statistical Sampling 

 
 U.S. ex rel. Michaels v. Agape Senior Comm. Inc., (4th 

Cir.) 
► Relator alleges that Agape improperly certified ineligible patients 

for Medicare hospice benefit 

► After district court rejected relator’s request to employ statistical 
sampling to establish liability and damages for 60,000+ claims, 
district court suggested “informational bellwether trial” 

► Gvmt: cost and time associated with claim-by-claim review of all 
claims at issue would be impossible and allow defendants to 
escape accountability 

► Government also vetoed settlement reached between Relator 
and Agape 
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Difference in Medical Opinion 

 
 U.S. ex rel. Paradies v. Aseracare, Inc., 2:12-CV-245-KOB 

(N.D. Ala. June 25, 2015).   
► United States alleged that AseraCare improperly certified ineligible 

patients for Medicare hospice benefit 

► On MSJ, court ruled that difference of opinion between AseraCare’s 
medical director and Gvmt’s expert was sufficient basis for falsity 

► Court ruled that United States could use sampling to prove liability 
but ordered that trial would be bifurcated 

► After two month trial and nine days of deliberations, jury found that 
104 of 121 claims were objectively false 

► Court sua sponte concluded that it failed to properly instruct jury that 
difference of opinion between medical professionals not sufficient to 
establish falsity 
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Differences in Medical Opinion 

 
 U.S. ex rel. Paradies v. AseraCare Inc. 

► In March 2016, district court granted summary 
judgment in favor of AseraCare, ruling that DOJ 
cannot prove fraud based simply on one medical 
expert’s disagreement with AseraCare’s diagnosis of 
terminal illness 

► DOJ has appealed: (1) decision to bifurcate trial; (2) 
decision to grant new trial following jury verdict; and 
(3) grant of summary  judgment to AseraCare 
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FCA Penalties Increase 

As of August 1, 2016, per claim penalties under the FCA 
increased from $5,500 - $11,00o to $10,781 - $21,563. 

Hypothetical 

► Relator alleges that ASC fraudulently billed 
Medicare/ Medicaid for outpatient surgeries 

► ASC reimbursed $4 mil for 8,000 claims 
► Actual damages: $4 mil; trebled: $12 

milPenalties: $86.2 mil - $172.5 mil 
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Settlements: Long-Term Care 

 
 LifeCare 

► Owns and operates 220+ SNFs throughout United States 

► Agreed to pay $145 million to settle allegations that LifeCare 
instituted corporate-wide policies and practices beneficiaries in Ultra 
High therapy and keep patients on services longer than necessary 
even after treating therapists felt therapy should be discontinued 

Evercare Hospice and Palliative Care 
► Agreed to pay $18 million to settle allegations that Evercare 

provided hospice services to patients who were not terminally ill 

► Allegedly discouraged doctors from recommending that ineligible 
patients be discharged from hospice and failed to ensure that 
nurses accurately and completely documented patients’ conditions 
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Settlements: Long-Term Care  

 
 North American Health Care 

► Operates 35 SNFs, mostly in California 

► Agreed to pay $30 million (NAHC: $28.5, Board Chair: $1.0, VP 
of Reimbursement Analysis: $.5) to settle allegations for 
medically unnecessary rehab services 

Vibra Healthcare 
► National hospital chain operates 36 LTCHs and IRFs in 18 states 

► Agreed to pay $32.7 million to settle allegations that it admitted 
patients who did not qualify for admission, extended stays of 
patients without regard to medical necessity, and ignored 
recommendations of its own clinicians 
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Settlements: Long-Term Care  

 
 Kindred Healthcare 

► Agreed to pay $125 million to resolve allegations that 
RehabCare  

► billed for therapy levels not supported by condition of patient;  

► provided more therapy during assessment period;  

► provided therapy that treating therapist said was no longer 
needed;  

► provided therapy to patients who were asleep or on end-of-
life care;  

► rounded up number of minutes of therapy provided 
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Settlements: Stark/AKS 

 
 Tenet Health 

► Agreed to pay $513 million to resolve criminal charges and civil 
claims ($145 million to resolve criminal liability and $368 million to 
resolve civil liability) for allegedly paying bribes to prenatal care 
clinics in return for referral of those patients for labor and delivery 
services 

► Two Tenet subsidiaries agreed to plead guilty to conspiracy to 
defraud and violation of AKS 

► Tenet HealthSystem Medical Inc. entered into NPA 

Lexington Medical Center (South Carolina) 
► Agreed to pay $17 million to settle allegations that it violated Stark 

Law through asset purchase agreements for acquisition of physician 
practices or employment agreements with 28 physicians 
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Settlements: Stark/AKS 

 
 Byram Healthcare and Hollister, Inc. 

► Hollister (manufacturer of disposable health products) and 
Byram (supplier of medical products) agreed to pay $11.44 
million (Hollister) and $9.37 million (Byram)  

► To settle allegations that Hollister paid kickbacks to Byram in 
return for marketing promotions, conversion campaigns, and 
other referrals of patients to Hollister’s ostomy and continence 
care products, including paying Byram bonus commissions and 
$200,000 for “catalog funding” 

Tuomey CEO 
► Ralph Cox agreed to pay $1 million in connection with Tuomey 

settlement 

► Exclusion from federal healthcare programs for four years 
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Settlements: Stark/AKS 

 
 U.S. ex rel. Schaengold v. Memorial Health, Inc., No. 

4:11-cv-58 (S.D. Ga.) 

► Health system agreed to pay $9.89 million to settle 
allegations that physician employment agreements 
exceeded fair market value, were not commercially 
reasonable, and took into account volume or value of 
referrals.   

► Government alleged that compensation paid to the 
physicians was not commercially reasonable in the 
absence of the projected contribution margin from 
downstream referrals 
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Settlements:  

Knowing Retention of Overpayments 
 
 

Continuum Health Partners (NY) 
► Hospitals and Continuum agreed to pay $2.95 million to settle 

allegations that Defendants willfully delayed repayment of over 
$844,000 in Medicaid overpayments. 

Not a settlement, but   

► Final ACA 60-day Overpayment Rule finalized 2/12/16 

► Lookback period: 6 years 

► Overpayment is “identified” when person has, or should have 
through exercise of “reasonable diligence,” determined that 
person received an overpayment and quantified the amount 

► Reasonable diligence means proactive compliance to monitor 
claims, conduct investigation upon credible evidence of 
overpayment  
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What Happens in 2017? 

Transition of government 
 
Enforcement areas of focus 
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Developments Regarding  
Whistleblowers 
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Panel Participants 
 
Dave Garrison Barrett Johnston Martin & Garrison, LLC 
   
Matt Curley Bass Berry & Sims PLC  
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False Claims Act and Whistleblowers  

Prohibits knowingly making or causing the submission of false 
claims for payment to the federal government 

Provides for treble (3x) damages and per claim penalty of between 
$10,781 and $21,562 

► Statutory penalties increased in 2016 

Allows for private parties (qui tam relators) to bring suit on behalf of 
the government and participate in % of any recovery 
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False Claims Act and Whistleblowers  

Protects whistleblowers from discharge, suspension, demotion, 
threats, harassment or other discrimination in the terms or 
conditions of employment  

Provides for reinstatement with the same seniority, two times back 
pay, compensation for special damages, litigation costs, and 
attorneys’ fees 
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New Qui Tam Lawsuits 
Number of New Qui Tam Lawsuits 

Filed by Year (FY 2011 - 2015) 

Source: Fraud Statistics – Overview, Civil Division, U.S. DOJ 
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Issues Confronting Relators 

Relators participating in wrongdoing  

Employee settlement agreements and releases  

Encountering privileged information 

Theories of liability and shifting pleading requirements  

Seal requirements and breach of the seal 

Statistical sampling and establishing liability  

Negotiating settlements in declined cases  
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Relators Participating in Wrongdoing 

Relators generally not prohibited from filing FCA cases 
or sharing in recovery if involved in wrongdoing  

§ 3730(d)(3) prohibits relators 
from pursuing FCA claims or 
participating in recovery if 
convicted of criminal conduct 
arising from role in underlying 
FCA violation 
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Settlement Agreements and Releases 

Courts are split on whether settlement agreement and 
release of claims may preclude filing of FCA claims  

Recent SEC C&D order required company: 
► (1) to amend severance agreements to make clear that employees 

may report possible securities law violations to the SEC and other 
federal agencies without company’s prior approval and without 
having to forfeit any resulting whistleblower award, and  

► (2) to make reasonable efforts to contact former employees who 
had executed severance agreements to notify them that the 
company  does not prohibit former employees from providing 
information to the SEC staff or from accepting SEC whistleblower 
awards.  
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Encountering Privileged Information  

Relators generally may not rely on information protected 
by the attorney client privilege or attorney work product 
in filing FCA cases  

Relators are not prohibited 
from relying on confidential 
information  

HIPAA excepts whistleblowing 
activities  
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Pleading Standards and Theories of Liability  

Courts continue to lower barriers to relators pleading 
FCA cases regarding identification of actual false claims  

But … courts have enforced requirement of pleading and 
proving more than mere subjective difference of opinion 

►U.S. ex rel. Presser v. Acacia Mental Health Clinic (7th Cir.) 

►U.S. ex rel. Wall v. Vista Care Hospice Care, Inc. 
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FCA Seal Requirements 

Breach of the FCA seal 
requirement may result in 
dismissal 

U.S. Supreme Court 
considering consequence of 
seal breach 

►State Farm Fire & Casualty 
Co., v. U.S. ex rel. Rigsby 
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“Lies, Damned Lies, and Statistics” 

Extrapolation to Establish Liability Across Universe of 
Claims  

Courts increasingly willing to allow government to argue that 
liability should be extrapolated across a universe of claims based 
on review of a sample 

LifeCare Centers of America  
– Government sought to use random sample of 400 admissions 

from 82 SNFs to extrapolate findings across 4,396 admissions and 
154,621 claims 

 
 

Aseracare 
► District Court denied summary judgment for 

hospice provider and concluded that “[t]he 
Government has statistical evidence 
regarding all of the Government’s universe of 
2,181 claims.  Statistical evidence is 
evidence.” 
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Negotiating Settlements in Declined Cases 

§ 3730(b)(1) allows dismissal of FCA claims only if the 
court and the AG give written consent to the dismissal 
and reasons for consenting 

Question of scope of government’s authority recently 
considered by Fourth Circuit  

► U.S. ex rel. Michaels v. Agape 
Senior Community, Inc.  
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http://www.bassberry.com/services/practices/healthcare-regulatory/healthcare-fraud-and-abuse 

 
Matthew Curley 
BASS BERRY & SIMS PLC 
150 Third Avenue South 
Suite 2800 
Nashville, Tennessee 37201 
(615)742-7790 
mcurley@bassberry.com 
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Quick Hits – Session 1: 
Yates One Year Later 



Panelists 
 
John E. Kelly 
Member, Bass Berry Sims 
Washington, D.C. 
 
Lisa S. Rivera 
Member, Bass Berry Sims 
Nashville, TN 
 
William F. Campbell 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Western District of Kentucky 
Any views expressed herein are those of the speaker, and are not to be deemed official positions of the U.S. 
Department of Justice. 
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Government need not bind itself to a single remedy at the 
outset of an investigation 

Rather, it may proceed criminally, civilly, administratively or 
on parallel tracks 

Parallel Proceedings 

Enforcement 
Options 

Criminal Civil Administrative 



New Qui Tam Lawsuits 

Number of New Qui Tam Lawsuits 
Filed by Year (FY 2011 - 2015) 

Source: Fraud Statistics – Overview, Civil Division, U.S. DOJ 
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FCA Relator Share Awards 

Relator Share Awards  
FY 2011-2015 ($ in Millions) 

Source: Fraud Statistics – Overview, Civil Division, U.S. DOJ 
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Era of Heightened Criminal Enforcement 
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The Yates Memo 

53 

On September 9, 2015, Deputy Attorney 
General Sally Yates issued new guidelines 
addressing the importance of individual 
accountability in DOJ prosecutions of 
corporate wrongdoing. 

The “Yates Memo” outlined six “key steps” to 
strengthen the “pursuit of individual corporate 
wrongdoing.” 

These “key steps” served as the basis for 
revisions to the U.S. Attorney’s Manual – 
particularly the Principles on the Federal 
Prosecution of Business Organizations – to 
reflect the emphasis on holding individuals 
accountable. 

DOJ Policy 



The Yates Memo: Six Principles 
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Practical Implications of the  
Yates Memo on Parallel Investigations 

 
Early Coordination between civil and criminal 

Earlier focus on individuals within organizations 

► Civil 

► Criminal 

 
Full and complete cooperation 

Indemnity 

the Fifth Amendment 

Attorney client privilege implications, and representation conflicts 

Allocation of Government Resources 

Corporate Integrity Agreements and Settlements 

Increased government scrutiny of internal investigations 

Increased likelihood of government interviews of employees 
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Yates Memo In Practice 

56 

In 2015, 80% of 
DOJ’s FCPA 
enforcement 
actions were 

against 
individuals 

 
In 2015, DOJ did not 

bring an FCPA 
enforcement action 

against a 
corporation without 
also prosecuting an 

individual 



Health Care Examples 
Florida physician sentenced to 108 months in prison and ordered to pay $30 million in 
restitution for Medicare fraud related to kickbacks while serving as a medical director. 
The physician and co-conspirators wrote prescriptions for home health patients for 
services not medically necessary. 

Owner of 2 New York medical clinics plead guilty and agreed to forfeit almost $30 million 
for a scheme to have patients agree to unnecessary physical therapy for cash 
payments.  The owner awaits sentencing while the government prosecutes her co-
conspirators. 

Home health company and estate of former owner agreed to pay $16 million to resolve 
FCA allegations of unnecessary home health services. 

Maryland-based splint provider and its founder and president agreed to pay more than 
$10 million to FCA allegations of billing for unnecessary splints provided to patients at 
skilled care nursing facilities. 

Two compounding pharmacies and 4 physicians agreed to pay approximately $10 
million for prescriptions for pain and scar creams never used by patients. 

Former owner and CEO of Nashville drug testing laboratory and the Lab agreed to pay 
$9.35 million to resolve FCA allegations of paying kickbacks in exchange for business. 
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A New Administration 

Administration transitions 

DOJ Priorities 

U.S. Attorney’s Offices 

U.S. Attorney’s Manual 

Investigating agencies 

Improved compliance/reporting/oversight – value added 
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Quick Hits – Session 2: Effective Use of Your Own Data –  
Mining Your Own Data for Compliance 

 
Greg Russo, Managing Director, Berkeley Research Group 

Anna Grizzle, Bass, Berry & Sims PLC 
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Know What is Available 
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Medicare Claims Data 
Short-Term Acute Hospital 
Outpatient Hospital 
Inpatient Rehab 
Inpatient LTAC 
Psych Hospital 
Skilled Nursing Facility  
Hospice 
Home Health Agencies 
Physician 
Other Part B Providers (e.g., ASC) 
 
 
 
 
  

Provider Financial Data 
Hospital Cost Reports 
SNF Cost Reports 
Hospice Cost Reports 
Psych Hospital Cost Reports 
LTAC Hospital Cost Reports 
Rehab Hospital Cost Reports 

Payer Data 
Medicare Advantage Enrollment 
Medicaid Enrollment 
Medical Loss Ratio Reports 
NAIC 
 
Manufacturer Claims Data 
State Drug Utilization 
Prescription Drug Event 
340B Enrollment 
340B Contract Pharmacy 

Practice Pattern Data 
Medical Expenditure Panel Survey 
National Hospital Ambulatory 
Medical Care Survey 



Consider the Issue 
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Consider the Whole Picture 
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Understand &  
Investigate Outliers 

63 

PEPPER reports can serve as a guide for self-auditing 
It is important to understand: 

► What it means to be an outlier 
► The purpose of the metric 
► Outlier status is not necessarily indicative of a compliance 

issue 
> 80th Percentile < 20th Percentile 



 
 

QUESTIONS? 
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Quick Hits – Session 3:  

Mitigating Business Partner  
Risks In Healthcare 

John E. Kelly  Stephen C. Petrovich   Eli J. Richardson 
Member   Sr. VP and General Counsel  Member  
Bass Berry & Sims  Ardent Health Services  Bass Berry & Sims  

Washington, DC  Nashville, TN   Nashville, TN 
  



Health Care Fraud & Abuse Laws 

 
Common HCF Federal Laws 

► False Claims Act 
► Anti-Kickback Statute  
► Physician Self-Referral Statute (Stark) 
► Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act 
► HIPAA 
► Sunshine Act 
► FCPA 
 

HCF Laws and Enforcement is all about… 
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Not this kind of relationship 
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This kind of relationship: 
3rd Party Business Relationships  

and the Risks They Create 

69 

Why do these relationships/interactions create risk? 



3rd Party Relationships in Health Care 

HC industry is unique 

Driven by a variety of complex business relationships;  
domestic and global 

Interactions and relationships can be highly scrutinized 
by enforcement and regulatory agencies and 
whistleblowers 

Depending on the nature of the relationship – it may 
create increased risk 
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Provider Example 

Provider 

Billing 
Company 

Vendors 

Beneficiaries 

Clinical Labs 

Payors 

Management 
Company 
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Pharma / Medical Device Example 

Pharma/Medical 
Device 

Manufacturer 

Hospitals 
& 

Providers 
Vendors 

Sales & 
Marketing 

Grants 

Physician 
Trainers 

Patients Clinical 
Trials 

Charities 

Product 
Develop

ment 

PBM 

Payors  
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What is Driving this Risk? 

Business of HC has gotten more complicated as have the 
relationships 
Networks, mergers, acquisitions 
Providers, payors, manufacturers, beneficiaries, and suppliers 
all start to overlap in unique ways 
Conflicts of interest or improper incentives 
More access to HC data & data analytics (HEAT) 
More transparency   
High costs relating to fraud and abuse = increased scrutiny 
Enforcement and regulatory priorities focusing on the 
interactions between parties 
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Manufacturer – Suspect Facts/Activities 

Things of value for prescribing or purchasing products;  
especially if based on value or volume of business generated 
Things of value to pharmacists for marketing tasks, 
conversion efforts, or improperly influencing product choice 
Grants to physicians for studies of no or questionable 
scientific value 
Paying more than FMV for speaking programs or consulting 
Interaction interfere with clinical decision making, undermine 
the integrity of the procurement process, or increase 
utilization  (PODS) 
Interaction increases cost to Medicare 
Interaction impacts patient safety/quality of care 
Promotion of product of off label use 
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Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and  
Pharmacy Benefit Managers 

The DOJ has also increasingly focused on interactions between 
manufacturers and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) 
The DOJ is concerned over PBM and pharmacy influence over 
product utilization  
Payments Susceptible to Anti-Kickback Statute (AKS) Violation 

► Switching Programs: monetary incentive to convert patients to a 
manufacturer  

► Formulary Placement: discounts/payments given to PBMs for 
exclusive or preferred placement of the manufacturer’s product 
on a health plan’s formulary 

► Disguised Discounts: discounts in side agreements labeled as 
“administrative” or “service” fees  
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Switching Programs 
Pharmacy or PBM advocates patient conversions in return for 
payments from the manufacturer  

Anti-Kickback 

$2.2 Billion 
Allegations: 
• J&J induced Omnicare and its consultant 

pharmacists to engage in “active intervention 
programs” to promote the use of Risperdal.   

• Consultant pharmacists acted as an 
“extension” of J&J sales force.   

• Omnicare was paid for data it had previously 
provided J&J for free (even though data was 
supported by FMV analysis). 

• Professional judgment of clinical staff is 
paramount 

• Ensure all services are actually performed & 
documented 

• Do not contract for services previously 
provided for free 

• Fair market value will be viewed in light of 
the parties’ history 
 

Takeaway & Considerations  
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3rd Party Billing 

Billing Company potentially liable for provider’s unlawful 
practice of up-coding or unbundling 

► High chance of government scrutiny  
Potentially liable for submitting claims based on 
information that is known to be false/unsupported with 
proper documentation 

► Has recently been targeted more frequently  
► Cannot blindly accept a company’s assurances  
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High-Risk Activities 

Internal coding 
► Should be reviewed periodically for compliance 

Assumption coding 
► Coding without documentation 

Documentation practices  
► Altering documents 
► Coder should be trained in proper documentation 

Having unlicensed/unqualified clinical personnel  
Receiving compensation from clients based on revenue 
percentage/net income/collections  
Accounts Payable 
Discounts and professional courtesy  

► Inappropriate unless total fee is discounted/reduced  
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International Third-party Risks 



Overview: FCPA  

Enacted in 1977, the FCPA prevents bribery of foreign 
officials.   Two key components:  

Anti-Bribery Provisions.  The FCPA prohibits the giving 
or offering—directly or indirectly—of gifts, payments, or 
“anything of value” to foreign government officials to 
secure an improper benefit  
Accounting Provisions.  The FCPA requires issuers to 
maintain accurate “books and records” and reasonably 
effective internal controls 
Joint enforcement by U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) 
and U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) 
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FCPA: Knowledge 

Actual knowledge 
Constructive knowledge 

► Substantially certain to occur 
► Deliberate ignorance 
► Conscious disregard 
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Constructive Knowledge in the  
International Marketplace 

U.S. Entity 
Foreign 

Business 
Partner 

Foreign Sub-
Business 
Partner 
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Risk Areas  

Business Partners  

Third Parties  

Clinical Trials  

Medical Tourism 

Entertainment & Hospitality 

Regulatory Approvals  

Charitable Contributions  

Accounts Payable 
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Risk Areas:  Business Partners  

Partnerships with foreign hospitals and healthcare providers create 
FPCA risk  

► A high percentage of foreign hospitals and healthcare facilities 
are state-owned entities, making them instrumentalities of a 
foreign government 

► Employees of state-owned entities qualify as foreign government 
officials 

► Any payments to employees or representatives are  subject to 
FCPA scrutiny  

Companies can be liable not only for payments it makes, but also for 
payments a partner or other third party makes on behalf of the 
company  
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Risk Areas:  Clinical Trials  

Increasing percentage of clinical trials occurring 
overseas, including in high-risk markets  
Many clinical investigators will be deemed foreign 
government officials, creating increased FCPA scrutiny 

► Again, any person working for a public (state-owned) 
healthcare system is considered a foreign official  
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In March 2012, medical device manufacturer, Biomet, entered into a $22.8 
settlement with DOJ to resolve allegations that it violated the FCPA by making 
improper payments to doctors in connection with clinical trials and by 
improperly recording these payments as “entertainment” expenses  



Risk Areas:  Third Parties  

If a third party is legally considered an “agent” of an 
entity, the government may hold the company liable for 
the actions of its agent 
Risk Areas Include:  

► Physician Consultants 
► Clinical Investigators  
► Employees of state-owned hospitals  
► Government officials with authority over licensing, permitting, 

and inspections 
► Agency – legal concept and challenges 
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Risk Areas: Medical Tourism 

Including inbound travel to U.S. for medical treatment 
Medical tourism can create FCPA risk due to its potential 
touch points with foreign government functions and 
officials: 

► Foreign SOE hospital employees’ relationships with potential 
inbound patients 

► Third parties, including medical travel agents, potentially dealing 
with foreign officials 

► Potential involvement of foreign officials regarding coverage from 
foreign government insurance 

► Potential involvement of foreign officials needing to approve 
request for medical travel to U.S.  
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Risk Areas:  Entertainment & Hospitality  

Travel, hospitality, and other benefits provided in the 
normal course of business can create FCPA risk.  Such 
hospitality may be in connection with: 

► Promotional activities 

► Continuing medical education  

► Scientific or medical research  

► Clinical trials 

►  Post-market studies.   
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Risk Areas: Customs Clearance Process 

A significant number of enforcement actions focus on 
corrupt payments made to expedite the logistics process 
and/or to secure customs clearance. 
Delays at customs can be particularly problematic 
when dealing with perishable drugs or other goods  
Risk areas include:  

► Reliance on third parties, including freight forwarders, 
carriers, and customs brokers  

► Bribes of small monetary value (liquor, cigarettes, 
cash) are customary (and expected) in many markets  
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Risk Areas:  Regulatory Approvals  

Regulatory approvals, including licensing and 
permitting.   

► Securing approvals to conduct clinical trials or other business 
operations can create FCPA risk 

Risk Areas include:  
► Frequent interactions with government officials with discretionary 

authority 

► Securing licenses or permits is often critical to a business unit’s 
operation or continuing operations (e.g., building permit, utilities)  

► Often done through a third-party intermediary 
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Risk Areas: Emerging Markets 
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Transparency International Corruption Perception Index measuring corruption risk:  



 Mitigating Risk:  
Compliance Program Best Practices  



Minimizing 3rd Party Risks 

Evaluate each relationship for compliance risk 
Justify each relationship independently 
Due diligence 

► Reputation?   Capabilities? 
► Cannot stick head in the sand 

Monitor and manage the interactions 
► Proper reporting lines – someone must own the relationship and manage it 
► Monitor or audit high risk parties 

Adequate contracts and policies 
► Right to terminate / Audit rights 
► Extend employee hotlines to 3rd party 
► Compliance training for 3rd parties 

Accounts payable controls 
Challenges 

► Compliance policies ≠ compliance policies 
► Government enforcement focus can sometimes favor one side 

Compliance.  Compliance.  Compliance. 
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Benefits of Corporate Compliance Programs 
Having a compliance program does not provide immunity 
from prosecution 
However, regulators treat companies with effective 
compliance plans much better than those without 

► Goodwill to voluntary disclosers 
► Less onerous CIAs 

More importantly, effective compliance programs prevent 
and detect compliance issues 

► Prevent “false claims” for government payments 
► Reduce the risk of improper behavior 
► Provide employees with an alternative to “blowing the 

whistle” to the government 
► Give organizations the first chance to correct their own 

mistakes 
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Mitigating Risk:   
Compliance Program Best Practices 

Compliance program, must be more than policies and procedures  

Program must be tailed to operational and geographic risk 
indicators.  
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United States Sentencing Commission. An 
effective compliance program is designed to 
prevent and detect violations and promote a 
culture of ethical conduct and compliance  

with the law. 



 
 

QUESTIONS? 
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Healthcare Fraud and Abuse Enforcement: 
A View from the U.S. Attorneys 
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Edward L. Stanton III 
U.S. Attorney for the  

Western District of Tennessee 

David Rivera 
U.S. Attorney for the  

Middle District of Tennessee 

Nancy Stallard Harr 
U.S. Attorney for the  

Eastern District of Tennessee 

*Remarks of panelists reflect their own views and are not intended as an expression of the views of the U.S. 
Department of Justice or any other entity. 
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Quick Hits – Session 4:  
Physician Compensation 
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Overview 

Federal Anti-Kickback Statute 

Federal Stark Law 

Reoccurring Themes 

Cases 

Takeaways 
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Anti-Kickback Statute  
Basic Prohibition 

Prohibits anyone from 

► Knowingly and willingly 

► Offering or paying (soliciting or receiving) 

► Any remuneration (kickback, bribe or rebate) 

► Directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly 

► In cash or in kind 

► To any person to induce such person to 

► Purchase, lease, order or arrange for, or 
recommend purchasing, leasing, or ordering 
any good, facility, service, or item for which 
payment may be made, in whole or in part 

► Under a Federal Healthcare Program. 
42 U.S.C. §1320a-7b(b) 
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AKS prohibits asking for, or receiving, anything of 
value to induce or reward referrals of federal health 
care program business 
"Referrals" broader in AKS than in Stark 

► Can include mere "recommending" or "arranging" by 
 non-physicians 

 
 

Anti-Kickback Statute  
Black Letter Law Prohibition 
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Intent Standard: 
"One Purpose" Test 

As interpreted by OIG and some federal courts, the "one 
purpose" test means that if just one of your many 
purposes in paying the remuneration is to influence 
referrals, you have violated the law. 

Due to the "one purpose" test, enforcers have discretion 
to prosecute an arrangement that implicates the AKS but 
does not fully meet an exception/safe harbor. 

Safe harbors largely overlap with the Stark exceptions, 
but they are voluntary. 
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Rationale 

Health care professionals owe patients the benefit of their 
best clinical judgment. 
The payment of remuneration in exchange for referrals 
compromises that clinical judgment and introduces competing 
motivations for health care professional decision-making. 
Kickbacks can lead to: 

► Overutilization 

► Increased Costs 

► Corruption of Medical Decision-Making 

► Patient Steering 

► Unfair Competition 
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Federal Anti-Kickback Statute  
Safe Harbors 

Employment 
► Bona fide employee 

► Paid in the furnishing of items or services covered by federal healthcare programs 
 

Personal Services and management contracts 
► Signed writing with a term of at least a year 

► Covers all services 

► If periodic, specifies precise schedule 

► Aggregate comp is set in advance, fair market value, and not determined in a manner that 
takes into account volume or value of referrals or business generated between the parties 

► Aggregate services are reasonable and necessary for a commercially reasonable business 
purpose  

Sale of a practice (limited utility) 
► practitioner to practitioner 

► practitioner to hospital  
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Basics of the Stark Law 

The Physician Self-Referral Statute ("Stark Law"), 42 U.S.C. 
1395nn, prohibits: 
 
1. Physicians from referring Medicare/Medicaid patients for certain 

designated health services (DHS) to an entity with which the 
physician or a member of the physician's immediate family has a 
financial relationship— 

2. It also prohibits an entity from presenting or causing to be 
presented a bill or claim to anyone for a DHS furnished as a result 
of a prohibited referral. 

 
Unless an exception applies. 
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Strict Liability Law 

Intent is Not Relevant 
► Does not matter if the 

prohibited financial 
relationship results from 
innocent error or inadvertence 
 

Technical Violations = 
Violations 
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Examples of Financial Relationships 
 

Direct or Indirect Ownership: 
► Equity/stock 

► LLC membership interests 

► Partnership interests 

► Secured debt, loans 

Direct or Indirect Compensation: 
► Leases between health care facilities and physicians or 

physician groups 

► Medical director agreements and other service 
agreements 

► Independent contractor relationships with physicians 

► Employment arrangements 

► Incidental medical staff benefits 

Look for  any remuneration!Bottom Line:  Does 
the arrangement create any sort of benefit for a 
physician or his or her immediate family member? 
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Stark Exceptions 
Common Elements to Many Compensation Exceptions 

Written agreement signed by both parties 

One year minimum term 

Compensation set in advance 

Fair market value 

Commercially reasonable (includes the concept of 
"needed and necessary") 

Compensation cannot take into account volume or value 
of referrals or other business 
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Stark Law Exceptions 
Bona Fide Employment  

► Identifiable services 

► Fair market value 

► Does not take into account the volume or value of referrals (exception for productivity 
bonuses based on personally performed services) 

► Commercially reasonable  
 

Personal Services Arrangements 
► Signed written agreement for a term of 1 year 

► Covers all services 

► Aggregate services do not exceed those that are reasonable and necessary for the 
legitimate business purpose of the arrangement.  

► Compensation is set in advance, fair market value, and does not take into account the 
volume or value of referrals or other business generated between the parties 

In-office Ancillary Services 
► Applies to DHS furnished within the practice setting 

► Must qualify as a “group practice” 

► Must meet criteria with respect to (i) location; (ii) supervision; and (iii) billing 
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Stark Law Exceptions 

Indirect Compensation Arrangement/Exception 
► Specific definition of indirect compensation arrangement 

► Compensation received by physician is FMV for items/services provided and not determined in a 
manner that takes into account the volume or value of referrals or other business generated by the 
referring physician for the DHS entity 

► Compensation in writing, signed by the parties, specifies services covered (except for bona fide 
employees) 

Fair Market Value 
► Signed writing that specifies the services 

► Compensation must be set in advance, fair market value and not take into account the volume or value of 
referrals or other business generated between the parties 

► Commercially reasonable and furthers the legitimate business purposes  

 
Isolated transactions 

► Single payment (but can include certain fixed installment payments) 

► Compensation is fair market value and does not take into account the volume or value of referrals or other 
business generated by the physician 

► Commercially reasonable absent referrals 

► No additional isolated transactions within 6 months (unless another exception applies) 
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Reoccurring Themes 

Anti-kickback 
► Fair market value  
► Legitimate business purpose absent referrals 
► Intent (no one purpose)  

Stark  
► Fair market value 
► Commercial reasonableness 
► Not take into account volume or value of DHS 

referrals 
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Recent Physician Compensation Cases 

Lexington Medical Center ($17 million settlement) allegations that up to 28 physicians 
were overpaid based on an inherently flawed compensation structure. 

Columbus Regional Health Healthcare System (up to $35 million settlement) and Dr. 
Andrew Pippas ($425k settlement) Clinical and medical director compensation 
arrangements with a referring medical oncologist challenged   

Adventist Health  ($115 million settlement) allegations of payments in excess of FMV. 

Broward Health ($69 million settlement) allegations of intentional payments for referrals 
tracked with secret books, absent which, transactions resulted in substantial losses 

Tuomey ($237.5 million verdict upheld, then settled for $70 million) Hospital’s part-time 
employment of 19 physicians for outpatient surgeries challenged.   

– New in 2016 - Recent settlement with former CEO 

Halifax Hospital ($85 million settlement) Multiple compensation arrangements with 
employed oncologists and neurosurgeons challenged 

Citizens Medical Center ($21.75 million settlement) Compensation arrangements with 
cardiology and emergency department physicians challenged 

Westchester Medical Center ($18.8 million settlement) Consulting and fellowship 
arrangements with referring cardiologists challenged 

King’s Daughters Medical Center ($40.9 million settlement) FMV of compensation 
arrangements with referring cardiologists challenged 
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Relators: 3 competing cardiologists  

Primary Allegations: 
► Bonus program for emergency and GI physicians that referred patients to Citizens 

► Compensation to employed cardiologists took into account expected referrals (and were pressured to 
refer).  

– Compensation more than doubled upon employment 
– Losses of $400K (2008) and $1m (2009) 
– Notable: compensation were below national median 

Motion to Dismiss: 

► The District Court denied the 2013 motion with respect to the cardiologists in part because the relator 
had alleged that “the cardiologists’ office practices have systematically lost money even while [Citizens] 
has prospered.” 

► “Even if the cardiologists were making less than the national median salary for their profession, the 
allegations that they began making substantially more money once they were employed by Citizens is 
sufficient to allow an inference that they were receiving improper remuneration. This inference is 
particularly strong given that it would make little apparent economic sense for Citizens to employ the 
cardiologists at a loss unless it were doing so for some ulterior motive – a motive relators identify as a 
desire to to [sic] induce referrals.” 
 

Settlement:   
► April 2015 – Citizens settled for $21.8 million 

 

 
U.S. ex rel. Parikh, et al. vs. Citizens Medical Center, et al. 
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U.S. ex rel. Reilly vs. North Broward Hospital 

Relator: community orthopedic physician  

Physician Compensation Allegations: 
► Allegations that Broward Health over-compensated physicians resulting in 

significant losses from the physician practice groups (orthopedics, 
cardiology, primary care, oncology, other).  

– Exceeded fair market value 
– Not commercially reasonable absent referrals 
– Took into account volume or value of referrals to the hospital when establishing physician 

compensation  
– Tracked and monitored referral profits in “secret” Contribution Margin Reports 
– Pressured physicians if referrals did not offset compensation 

Settlement:  
► September 15,  2015  – Broward settled for $69.5 million 

► CIA 
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U.S. ex rel. Hammett v. Lexington County  
Health Services District 

Relator: terminated neurologist 
Allegations: 

► In connection with an acquisition, the hospital increased salaries to take 
into account ancillary revenue that would be absorbed by the hospital.  

► The compensation was commercially unreasonable, above FMV, and 
took into account referrals 

► Company imposed a de facto mandate through "excessively large" RVU 
multipliers that required, and closely tracked physician referrals 

Settlement:  
► July 18, 2016 – Lexington settled for $17 million 
► CIA 
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Takeaways 
Don’t pay for referrals! 
Reliance on survey data alone may not be sufficient, 
particularly with respect to substantial increases in the 
context of economic losses.  
In the context of continued anticipated economic losses 

► Document! Document! Document!  

Do not track referrals and pressure physicians 
Verify bonuses are done in accordance with group 
practice rules if the practice has DHS.  
Educate, educate and educate your business 
development and marketing personnel.  
Refrain from creating reports on referral volumes or, at 
the very least, very carefully consider who has access to 
referral information, how the information is intended to 
be used, and why you are restricting access.  
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*Remarks of panelists reflect their own views and are not intended as an expression of the views of any 
organization or entity. 

Bill Campbell 
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District of 

Kentucky 
502-582-5911 

bill.campbell@usdoj.gov 
 
 

Chip Hutzler, JD, MBA, CVA  
HealthCare Appraisers, Inc.  

(561) 3303488  
chutzler@hcfmv.com 

 
 

Danielle Sloane, JD  
Bass, Berry & Sims PLC  

615-742-7763 
DSloane@bassberry.com 

Questions 
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The Role of Legal and Compliance  
In an Era of Heightened Enforcement  
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*Remarks of panelists reflect their own views and are not intended as an expression of the views of any 
organization or entity. 

Tizgel High  
Vice President,  
Associate General Counsel  
LIFEPOINT HEALTH 
 
 
 
 
Jeff Woodard 
General Counsel 
ERLANGER HEALTH SYSTEM 
 
 
 
 

Scott Schwieger  
Chief Compliance Officer 
ACADIA HEALTHCARE COMPANY  
 
 
 
 
 
Robert Azar 
System Vice President and  
Chief Legal Officer  
NORTON HEALTHCARE  
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HHS-OIG Guidance for Boards  

OIG guidance on Board’s oversight and review of 
compliance program functions: 

 

► Stresses meaningful oversight and “asking 
the right questions” 

► Working knowledge of regulations and the 
organization 

► Promotion of robust communication with 
management 

► Meaningful assessment of compliance 
program  

► Identification and addressing of risks from 
emerging industry trends 

► Promote compliance responsibility through 
incentives based on compliance and quality 
outcomes   
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HHS-OIG Guidance for Boards 
 

Define interrelationships among legal, compliance, and 
internal audit 

Draw functional boundaries while setting expectations of 
cooperation, collaboration 

► Ensure independence with appropriate checks and balances 

► Total separation is not always possible but can accomplish 
independence through direct lines of communication to the 
Board 
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Roles and Relationships 
 

Compliance Officer 

► Overall responsibility for company’s compliance 
program 

► Responsible for preventing misconduct and 
identifying legal or ethical misconduct that has 
occurred 

In-House Counsel 

► General supervisory responsibility for company’s legal 
affairs 

► Responsibility for avoiding or limiting legal risks and 
responding to misconduct 
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Ensuring Open Communication 

Reporting structure 
Communications between compliance officer 
and counsel 
Communication to the Board 
Communication to employees through training 
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Addressing a Potential Issue 

Roles of compliance officer and counsel 

Invoking the attorney-client privilege 

Hiring outside counsel or consultants 

Communication to Board and executives 
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When Conflicts Arise 

Managing conflicts of interest between compliance 
officer and counsel 

► Strategy decisions 

► Obligations and loyalties  

Impact of Yates Memo on relationship between 
compliance officer and counsel 
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Anatomy of a Data Breach 
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Panelists 

John Bailey, HIPAA Privacy Officer and Counsel 
   St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 
 
Fred Charlot, Director, Berkley Research Group 
 
Emily Crabbe, JD, Investigator, U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Office for Civil Rights, Southeast Region 
“Any views expressed herein are those of the speaker, and are not to be 
deemed official positions of the U.S. Dept. of HHS  OCR.” 

 
Moderator – Lisa S. Rivera, Member, Bass Berry Sims 
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OCR Updates 

Audit Program and protocols 
Increased enforcement efforts 
Recurring compliance issues 
Good practices 
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Audit Program 

Phase I completed 2011-2012 
► 115 on-site audits of covered entities; comprehensive 

assessment of compliance with the Rules 

Phase 2 – launched in March 2016 
► Between 200-250 desk and onsite audits of covered entities 

and business associates 
► Pre-audit activities: 

Address verification – ongoing 
Pre-audit questionnaire sent to entities whose addresses 
have been verified (helps form auditee pools) 
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Audit Program to Date 



Audit Program 

► Audit resources posted on OCR website: 
http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/audit/index.html 
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Audit Protocol 

http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/audit/index.html


HIPAA Breach Highlights 

September 2009 through October 31, 2016 
Approximately 1,728 reports involving a breach of PHI 
affecting 500 or more individuals 

► Theft and Loss are 51% of large breaches 
► Hacking/IT now account for 14% of incidents 
► Laptops and other portable storage devices account for 29% of large 

breaches 
► Paper records are 22% of large breaches 
► Individuals affected are approximately 168,999,683 

Approximately 242,147 reports of breaches of PHI 
affecting fewer than 500 individuals 
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What Happens When  
HHS/OCR Receives a Breach Report 

Breaches affecting 500+ individuals are posted on 
OCR’s website 
OCR opens investigations into breaches affecting 500+ 
individuals, and into many smaller breaches. 
Investigations involve looking at: 
► Underlying cause of the breach 
► Actions taken to respond to the breach (including compliance with 

breach notification requirements) and prevent future incidents 
► Entity’s compliance prior to breach 
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Recurring Compliance Issues 

Relating to Business Associate Agreements 

Incomplete or inaccurate risk analyses 

Failure to manage identified risks 

Lack of transmission security 

Lack of appropriate auditing 

Failure to patch/update software 

Insider threat (ineffective training) 

Improper disposal 
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Good Practices 

Review all vendor and contractor relationships to ensure 
BAAs are in place as appropriate and address 
breach/security incident obligations 
Risk analysis and risk management should be integrated 
into business processes; conducted regularly and when 
new technologies and business operations are planned 
Dispose of PHI on media and paper that has been 
identified for disposal in a timely manner 
Incorporate lessons learned from incidents into the 
overall security management process  
Provide training specific to organization and job 
responsibilities and on regular basis; reinforce workforce 
members’ critical role in protecting privacy and security 
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Breach Breakdown by Industry 
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Top Causes: Most Costly Data Breaches 
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Types of Entities Reporting Data Breaches 
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2016 Q3 Data Breach Breakdown 

More data breaches occurred in the Q3 of 2016 than in 
the year’s first two quarters. 
September = 37 data breaches 

► 41% - insider incidents 
- 7 accidental 
- 8 insider wrongdoing 

► 32% - hacking, including ransomware/malware 
Hacking resulted in the release of the most records 
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October 2016  

35 breaches reported 
► 40% from hacking/malware/ransomware 

- 6 involved ransomware and/or ransom/extortion 
- 2 incidents involving ransom demands from TheDarkOverlord 

» TheDarkOverlord dumps samples of patient information on 
public file-sharing sites to pressure ransom payment 

- 3 of the 6 resulted in “patient data irretrievably lost” 

► 37% from insider incidents 
- 5 accidental 
- 8 insider wrongdoing 
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TheDarkOverlord 

In June, 2016, TheDarkOverlord listed 3 databases for sale 
on TheRealDeal market. 
They were described as: 

“Healthcare Database (48,000 patients) from 
Farmington, Missouri, United States. Priced at $100,000. 
Patients names, addresses, SSI, date of birth, gender, 
email, home, work and cellphone numbers. 
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The DarkOverlord 

“210,000 Patients from Central/Midwest United 
States retrieved from “a severely misconfigured 
network using readily available plaintext usernames 
and passwords.” Price - $200,000. Same identifying 
information. 
“Healthcare Database (397,000 Patients) from 
Atlanta, Georgia, United States. Price $400,000.  “It 
was retrieved from an accessible internal network 
using readily available plaintext usernames and 
passwords.” Same identifying information but also 
included primary and secondary insurance 
information. 
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Hypothetical 
Harried Health Care System is a Midwestern network of 
affiliated physician groups, skilled care facilities and hospitals.  
Harried has grown rapidly over the last 5 years purchasing 
additional practices and hospitals, and more recently 
expanded its holdings by purchasing a large home health 
company located throughout its communities 
 
One night, burglars broke into one of Harried’s administrative 
offices, stealing 5 laptop computers from an office desk.  An 
alarm went off so the burglars had to grab and run.   
 
The computers were never located.  Once discovered, 
Harried determined that the laptops contained information 
related to approximately 4 million patients.   When reviewing 
its laptop inventory following the theft, Harried realized it 
cannot physically account for all laptops listed in inventory. 
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Cont.  Hypothetical 

Another twist: 
Because Harried has expanded so rapidly, it has been 
slow to combine systems across all locations and 
consistently apply software, security measures, training, 
and verifying and controlling usage authorization. 
TheDarkOverlord has been trying to get in to Harried’s 
growing system for some time, trying the same tactics 
over and over.  Finally, TheDarkOverlord breaches the 
system of one of Harried’s newly-purchased hospitals, 
and begins collecting data without detection.  He posts 
an ad to sell the data on the RealDeal website.  Harried 
does not know about it until the FBI breaks the news to 
the victimized hospital’s CEO. 
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Ethics of a Health Care Fraud Investigation 
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What Events Trigger an Investigation? 

Company contacted by Government 
Report by internal or external auditor 
Allegation from a company employee 
Complaint by customer, competitor, or other third party 
Abnormal trends in data or finances 
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Deciding Whether to Conduct an Investigation? 

Turns on nature and severity of the allegations 
Whether allegations arose from credible source and 
have basis in fact 
Scope of the problem 
A credible indication of a violation of an important 
company policy should prompt an investigation 
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Asserting the Privilege  
in Internal Investigations 

Overall:  Should carefully consider how to assert and maintain privilege in context of 
internal investigations. 

Key elements in analysis:    

► Was the asserted holder of privilege a client (or seeking to becoming a client)? 

- Begs the question “who is the client” for in-house counsel? 

- Entity and Board of Directors, not CEO or other management colleagues. 

- Are all of the legal entities in a health system clients of the in-house 
counsel? 

- What about conversations with other interested parties (e.g., PE investor, 
lenders) 

► To whom was communication made? 

- A member of the bar 

- Acting as a lawyer in connection with the communication 
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Key elements in the analysis (cont’d):   

► What facts were communicated and in what context? 

- Shared by client (or client’s representative)  

- Outside presence of strangers. 

- For the purpose of securing a legal opinion, legal services, or 

assistance in a legal proceeding. i.e., not for the purpose of obtaining 

general business advice. 

► Has privilege been asserted and not waived by the client? 

- Documentation of intent to invoke and achieve the privilege is 

necessary, but not dispositive. 

- Care must be taken to avoid an inadvertent waiver. 
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Asserting the  
Privilege in Internal Investigations 

 



Who Should Conduct the Investigation? 

Compliance department 
Company counsel 
Outside counsel 
Internal/external auditors 
Outside clinicians/other experts 
Some combination of all of these?  
Does it matter to the Government who conducts the 
investigation? 
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Does the Investigator Need to Be an Attorney? 
 

Actual investigation need not be conducted by an attorney to establish and 

maintain privilege. 

Under Upjohn, attorney-client privilege applied to interview conducted by 

non-lawyers who were acting under the direction of counsel. 

Use of an attorney is not dispositive, however, because information 

gathered by attorney may not be privileged under certain circumstances. 

For example:    Documents collected at the direction of in-house counsel 

may not be privileged.    See SR Int’l Bus. Ins. Co. v. World Trade Center 

Props. LLC, 2002 U.S.Dist. LEXIS 11949.  
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Is it Better to use Outside Counsel? 
 

Under Upjohn, outside counsel involvement is not a condition precedent to 

the application of the attorney-client privilege. 

But note:    

► In-house counsel sometimes play a blended legal and business role 

which may make their involvement more subject to question.     See 

Bank of Brussels Lambert v. Credit Lyonnais, SA, 220 F. Supp. 283 

(S.D.N.Y. 2002). 

► In-house counsel’s relationship to management may cause them to be 

perceived as not sufficiently independent, from perspective of Board of 

Directors or outside third parties.    
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Certain Practices Should Help Maintain Privilege 

Have CLO or designee create a written document which authorizes/directs 

the review. 

Provide and document Upjohn warnings when interviews start. 

Limit communication to a “need to know” group of key internal personnel. 

Limit communications outside the “need to know” group to the extent 

possible to avoid unintentional waiver. 

Use lawyers for key tasks (e.g., for witness/employee interviews). 

Where non-lawyers are used, document that tasks were done at direction of 

counsel and assure that sufficient lawyer oversight of work is maintained 

(and could be proven). 
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Witness Interview Issues 

When an employee is interviewed during the course of 
an investigation, who controls the privilege, the company 
or the witness? 

► Can the employee assert the privilege independently? 

Interests of the company can sometimes differ from 
interests of the employee 

► Desire to obtain information from witness who might not talk if 
information is going to be disclosed to others in company or third 
parties 
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Witness Interview Issues 

Tenn. R. Prof. Cond. 1.13(a) 
► A lawyer employed or retained by an organization represents the 

organization acting through its duly authorized constituents.  
► Comment [2]: Communications between “constituents” and the 

organization’s lawyer that relate to that representation are 
privileged and confidential per T.R.P.C. 1.6. 

► Interviews conducted in the course of an investigation are 
privileged. 
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Witness Interview Issues 

Tenn. R. Prof. Cond. 1.13(d) 
► “In dealing with an organization’s directors, officers, employees . 

. . or other constituents, a lawyer shall explain the identity of the 
client when it is or becomes apparent that the organization’s 
interests are adverse to those of the constituents with whom the 
lawyer is dealing.” 

► Comment [9]: if interests are adverse, lawyer should advise 
constituent that lawyer cannot represent constituent and advise 
separate representation 
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What Warnings in Witness Interviews?   
 

Should give the Upjohn warnings to participants in the investigation. 

► Counsel represents the employer, not the participant. 

► Interview is being conducted in order to provide legal advice to the 
employer. 

► Conversation is privileged. 

► Privilege belongs to the employer, not the participant. 

► The employer may decide to waive the privilege and share information with 
third parties, including the Federal government. 

► Must keep conversation confidential to assist in maintaining privilege. 

Repeat the warning at each interview. 

Assure that meeting notes document the warning was given.    
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Witness Interview Issues 

Hospital receives a hotline complaint 
that Physician Services Department 
has been “manipulating numbers” to 
obtain FMV opinions to justify high 
salaries to new physicians. 
Who should handle investigation? 
VP of Physician Services 
Department stops by GC’s                                  
office to get his thoughts on a few 
“slip ups” he might have made. 
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Witness Interview Issues 

During interview of VP of 
Physician Services Department, 
he asks: 

► “Should I be talking to you?” 
► “Do I need my own lawyer?” 
► “Can I tell you something ‘off 

the record’”? 
► “Does this look bad for me?” 
► “What happens to me if I 

refuse to talk to you?” 
How should counsel respond? 
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Impact of Yates Memo on  
Witness Interviews 
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Impact of Yates Memo on Witness Interviews 
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Witness Issues 

 
Does the Government have to contact company counsel 
before contacting current employees?  former 
employees? 
 
Can company enter into severance agreement with 
employee that contractually limits employee’s ability to 
talk to Gvmt or serve as whistleblower?  
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Communicating Results of Investigation 

Benefits of oral report  
► Written report memorializes facts as understood on a 

given date that may be contradicted by later discoveries 
► Risk statements being taken out of context 
► Written report may have to be produced to Government or 

third parties 
Benefits of written report  

► Demonstrates that the company has undertaken a full 
review of the issues, understands the prescribed legal 
advice, and will implement recommended remedial action. 

► If the corporation wishes to self-report misconduct to the 
government, a written report can be useful.  
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Cooperation and Waiver of the Privilege 
 

Overall:   Companies often choose to report identified violations to 

appropriate regulatory authorities and wish to cooperate with regulators. 

But:   Can companies do so without waiving the privilege?. 

In general:    Companies can cooperate in a number of ways without 

necessarily waiving the privilege. 

► Can provide key documents which are not subject to the privilege. 

► Can meet with representative of the regulator and share key 

findings as well as detail of the corrective of remedial actions taken 

by the company.   

► Can direct counsel to respond to questions from the regulator. 
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Cooperation and Waiver of Privilege (cont’d) 
 

To what extent can a company cooperate without waiving privilege? 

Sharing memos that document key witness interviews? 

► Overall:  unclear.    At least one Federal court concluded that providing witness 

interview memos to a regulator did not waive privilege regarding other interview 

memos.   U.S. v. Treacy, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 66016 (S.D.N.Y.2009).   Other courts 

have found subject matter waiver.  See In re Martin Marietta Corp., 856 F.2d 619, 624 

(4th Cir. 1988) (where position paper was submitted to government, waiver applied to 

witness statements upon which position paper was based).  

Can company selectively share privileged information and still assert the privilege with 

respect to those materials for other purposes?     

► Generally:  No.  Selective waiver of the attorney-client privilege has been fairly widely 

rejected.  See In re Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corp. Billing Practices Litig., 293 F.3d 

289, 304 (6th Cir. 2002) (citing cases).  
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Providing Legal Advice to Organizations 

Hospital and Neighborhood Physician Group (NPG) 
enter discussions for Hospital to acquire NPG and 
employee its physicians. 
Hospital GC discovers an internal email and spreadsheet 
sent to VP of Physician Services projecting significant 
financial losses from the deal but urging approval to “lock 
in” NPG and avoid NPG moving referrals to                   
competing hospital.   
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Providing Legal Advice to Organizations 

VP of Physician Services decides to go forward with deal 
over objections of GC and sends GC an email directing 
that the deal be papered in a way that “makes it appear 
we are not buying referrals.” 
Is GC obligated to take any actions? 
Any limits or restrictions on what GC can do? 
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Scope of Representation 

Tenn. R. Prof. Cond. 1.2(d) 
► “A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or 

assist a client, in conduct that the lawyer knows or 
reasonably should know is criminal or fraudulent, but 
a lawyer may discuss the legal consequences of any  
proposed course of conduct with a client and may 
counsel or assist a client to make a good faith effort to 
determine the validity, scope, meaning, or application 
of the law.” 
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Withdrawal 

Tenn. R. Prof. Cond. 1.16(a) 
► A lawyer shall withdraw if “the representation will 

result in a violation of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct or other law” 

Tenn. R. Prof. Cond. 1.16(b) 
► A lawyer may withdraw if “the client persists in a 

course of action involving the lawyer’s services that 
the lawyer reasonably believes is criminal or 
fraudulent” 
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Organizational Clients 

Tenn. R. Prof. Cond. 1.13 
► If a lawyer for an organization knows that an officer, 

employee or other person is engaged in action, 
intends to act or refuses to act in a matter that is a 
violation of a legal obligation to the organization or a 
violation of law that reasonably might be imputed to 
the organization, then the lawyer shall proceed as is 
reasonably necessary in the best interest of the 
organization. 

► This may include referring the matter to higher 
authority in the organization. 
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Confidentiality 

Generally, client information is confidential and an 
attorney has a professional obligation to keep that 
information confidential, subject to certain exceptions. 

► Tenn. R. Prof. Cond. 1.6 
- A lawyer may reveal information relating to the representation 

of a client to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes 
necessary to prevent the client from committing a fraud that 
is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the 
financial interests or property of another and in furtherance of 
which the client has used or is using the lawyer’s services 
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External Reporting by Attorneys: SEC Rules 

Attorneys who practice in public reporting companies are also subject to Section 

205.3 of the SEC’s Standards of Professional Conduct for Attorneys (17 C.F.R. 

§205.3(d)(2)). 

Specifies that attorneys who are “appearing and practicing before the Commission in 

the representation of an issuer” may reveal confidential information of the issuer to 

the extent the attorney “reasonably believes necessary” to: 

► Prevent a material violation which is likely to cause substantial injury to the issuer 

or investors; 

► Prevent perjury or false statements before the Commission; or 

► Rectify injury from a material violation “in furtherance of which the attorney’s 

services were used.” 
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Dealings with Whistleblowers 

Carl C. Opp (CCO) is an attorney who works in 
compliance department at Hospital.  He files qui tam 
lawsuit under seal alleging that Hospital acquisition of 
NPG violates AKS/Stark. 
In connection with filing qui tam, CCO turns over several 
documents to Government containing his analysis of the 
NPG arrangement. 
Can the Gvmt review these docs? 
Following receipt of CID, Hospital                            
suspects that CCO may have filed a                                        
qui tam.  Can Hospital interview CCO? 
Can CCO snoop around folders on                            
Hospital’s shared drive looking for                                
more documents to provide to AUSA? 
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Questions? 
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